Abstract. We prove that any triangulation of a surface different from the sphere and the projective plane admits an orientation without sinks such that every vertex has outdegree divisible by three. This confirms a conjecture of Barát and Thomassen and is a step towards a generalization of Schnyder woods to higher genus surfaces.
Introduction
The notation and results we use for graphs and surfaces can be found in [9] . We start with some basic definitions:
A map (or 2-cell embedding) of a multigraph into a surface, is an embedding such that deleting the graph from the surface leaves a collection of open disks, called the faces of the map. A triangulation is a map of a simple graph (i.e. without loops or multiple edges) where every face is triangular (i.e. incident to three edges). A fundamental result in the topology of surfaces is that every surface admits a map. The (orientable) genus of a map on an orientable surface is 1 2 (2 − n + m − f ) and the (non-orientable) genus of a map on a non-orientable surface is 2 − n + m − f , where n, m, f denotes the number of vertices, edges, and faces of the map, respectively. The Euler genus k of a map is 2 − n + m − f , i.e., the non-orientable genus or twice the orientable genus. All the maps on a fixed surface have the same genus, which justifies to define the (Euler) genus of a surface as the (Euler) genus of any of the maps it admits. In [1] Barát and Thomassen conjectured the following: Conjecture 1. Let T be a triangulation of a surface of Euler genus k ≥ 2. Then T has an orientation such that each outdegree is at least 3, and divisible by 3.
One easily computes that the number of edges m of a triangulation T of a surface of Euler genus k is 3n − 6 + 3k. So while triangulations of Euler genus less than 2 simply have too few edges to satisfy the conjecture, in [1] the conjecture is proved for the case k = 2, i.e., the torus and the Klein bottle. Moreover, they show that any triangulation T of a surface has an orientation such that each outdegree is divisible by 3, i.e, in order to prove the full conjecture they miss the property that there are no sinks.
Barát and Thomassen's conjecture was originally motivated in the context of claw-decompositions of graphs, since given an orientation with the claimed properties the outgoing edges of each vertex can be divided into claws, such that every vertex is the center of at least one claw.
Another motivation for this conjecture is, that it can be seen as a step towards the generalization of planar Schnyder woods to higher genus surfaces. A Schnyder wood [10] of a planar triangulation is an orientation and a {0, 1, 2}-coloring of the inner edges satisfying the following local rule on every inner vertex v: going counterclockwise around v one successively crosses an outgoing 0-arc, possibly some incoming 2-arcs, an outgoing 1-arc, possibly some incoming 0-arcs, an outgoing 2-arc, and possibly some incoming 1-arcs until coming back to the outgoing 0-arc.
Schnyder woods are one of the main tools in the area of planar graph representations and Graph Drawing. They provide a machinery to construct spaceefficient straight-line drawings [11, 6] , representations by touching T shapes [5] , they yield a characterization of planar graphs via the dimension of their vertexedge incidence poset [10, 6] , and are used to encode triangulations efficiently [3] . In particular, the local rule implies that every Schnyder wood gives an orientation of the inner edges such that every inner vertex has outdegree 3 and the outer vertices are sources with respect to inner edges. Indeed, this is a one-toone correspondance between Schnyder woods and orientations of this kind. As a consequence, the set of Schnyder woods of a planar triangulation inherits a natural distributive lattices structure, which in particular provides any planar graph with a unique minimal Schnyder wood [7] . These unique representatives are an important tool in proofs and lie at the heart of many enumerative results, see for instance [2] .
When generalizing Schnyder woods to higher genus one has to choose which of the properties of planar Schnyder woods are desired to be carried over to the more general situation. Examples are: the efficient encoding of triangulations on arbitrary surfaces [4] and the relation to orthogonal surfaces and small grid drawings for toroidal triangulations [8] , which lead to different definitions of generalized Schnyder woods. In [8] , the generalized Schnyder woods indeed satisfy the local rule with respect to all edges and vertices of a toroidal triangulation and henceforth lead to orientations having outdegree 3 at every vertex. An interesting open problem is to generalize the local rule to triangulations with higher Euler genus in such a way that for some vertices the sequence mentioned in the local rule occurs several times around the vertex. Here, the mere existence of such objects is an open question. Clearly, such a generalized Schnyder wood would yield an orientation as claimed by the conjecture. Thus, proving the conjecture of Barát and Thomassen is a first step into that direction.
Preliminaries
A map M on a surface S is characterized by a triple (V (M ), E(M ), F (M )), formed by the vertex, edge and face sets of M . In the following we will restrict to triangulations T = (V (T ), E(T ), F (T )), i.e. the pair (V (T ), E(T )) is a simple embedded graph such that every face is incident to exactly three edges.
-uv ∈ E implies {u, v} ⊆ V , and -f ∈ F implies e ∈ E for any edge e incident to f .
The closure cl(M ) of a submap M (of T ) is the smallest closed submap of T containing M . The boundary ∂M of a submap M is the set of edges in cl(M ) that are incident to at most one face in M .
In a submap M of T a (boundary) angle e 0 ve t at vertex v is an alternating sequence (e 0 , f 1 , e 1 , . . . , f t , e t ), for some t ≥ 1, of edges and faces incident to v (in T ) and such that:
-the faces f i are mutually different, for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, -each face f i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, is incident to edges e i−1 and e i , -both edges e 0 and e t belong to cl(M ), -but none of the remaining edges, e i for 0 < i < t, belong to cl(M ), nor any faces f i , for 0 < i ≤ t.
Here the angles we consider are not directed: the sequence (e t , f t , . . . , e 1 , f 1 , e 0 ) defines the same angle as (e 0 , f 1 , e 1 , . . . , f t , e t ). Note that in (e 0 , f 1 , e 1 , . . . , f t , e t ) it can occur that e 0 = e t . Consider for example a submap consisting of a single edge. Let us mention, that this definition could be modified in order to include the angle around a vertex with respect to a submap without edges. Since we will not consider this situation we prefer avoiding further technicalities. The notion of angles endows the boundary ∂M of M with some further structure. Note that an edge is in ∂M if and only if it is involved in (at least) one angle of M . This fact leads to the definition of the following relation. Two angles (e 0 , f 1 , e 1 , . . . , f t , e t ) and (e 0 , f 1 , e 1 , . . . , f t , e t ) are consecutive on the boundary if e t = e 0 and f t = f 1 . As each angle (e 0 , f 1 , e 1 , . . . , f t , e t ) has two sides: e 0 and e t , this relation leads to the definition of boundary sequence, that is a collection of circular sequences of angles. Such a circular sequence is sometimes denoted by an alternating sequence (â 0 , e 0 ,â 1 , e 1 , . . . ,â t , e t ) or simply by a sequence (e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e t ), where e i is the common edge ofâ i andâ i+1 . Note that an edge e may appear twice in the boundary sequence, e.g. if e is a bridge of M . Thus, if necessary we will refer to a specific occurrence of e in ∂M . For simplicity, we denote the boundary sequence of M by ∂M .
In the following, a disk is a submap M of T if it is homeomorphic to an (open or closed) topological disk. Furthermore, a disk is a k-disk if its boundary is a cycle with k edges. A 3-disk is called trivial if it contains only one face. A disk is called chordless if its outer vertices (i.e. on its boundary) induce a graph that is a (chordless) cycle. A cycle is contractible if it is the boundary of a disk otherwise it is called non-contractible.
Given a triangulation T and a set of vertices X ⊆ V (T ), the induced submap T [X] is the submap with vertex set X, edge set {uv ∈ E(T ) | u ∈ X and v ∈ X}, and face set {uvw ∈ F (T ) | u ∈ X, v ∈ X, and w ∈ X}. Note that induced submaps are always closed submaps.
Given an induced submap M = T [X] of a triangulation T , and any occurrence of an edge ab in ∂M (corresponding to anglesâ andb) there exists a unique vertex c such that there is a face abc in T \ M that belongs to both anglesâ andb. For any such vertex c (and ab ∈ ∂M ) we define the operation of stacking c on M , as adding c to X, i.e., going from M = T [X] to M = T [X + c]. In such stacking, let M ∩ cl(M \ M ) be the neighborhood of c in M . As T is simple, note that this neighborhood is either a cycle or a union of paths, one of which with at least one edge (the edge allowing the stacking), and let us respectively call them the neighboring cycle and the neighboring paths of c in M . See Figure 1 for an illustration. 
Proof of Conjecture 1
Let us consider for contradiction a minimal counterexample T . Note that T does not contain any non-trivial 3-disk D . Otherwise we would remove the interior of D and would replace it by a face. By minimality of T , this new triangulation would admit an orientation such that every vertex has non-zero outdegree divisible by 3. As D is a planar triangulation, there exists an orientation of its interior edges so that inner and outer vertices have respectively out-degree 0 and 3. This is the case for orientations induced by a Schnyder wood on these triangulations [10] . Then the union of these two orientations would give us an orientation of T with non-zero outdegrees divisible by three. Let us now proceed by providing an outline of the proof.
Outline
We first prove that one can partition the edges of the triangulation T into the following graphs:
-The initial graph I, which is an induced submap containing a non-contractible cycle. Furthermore, I contains an edge e * = {u, v} such that the map I \ e * is a disk D whose underlying graph is a maximal outerplanar graph with only two degree two vertices, u and v. See Figure 2 for an illustration. -The correction graph B (with blue edges in the figures), which is oriented acyclically in such a way that each vertex of V (T ) \ V (I) has outdegree 2, while the other vertices have outdegree 0, -The last correction path G (with green edges in the figures), which is a {u, v}-path. -The non-zero graph R (with red edges in the figures), which is oriented in such a way that all vertices in (V (T ) \ V (G)) ∪ {u, v} have out-degree at least 1.
The existence of such graph I is proven in Section 3.2, then in Section 3.3 we prove the existence of graphs B, G and R (with the mentioned orientations). To do the latter we start from I and we incrementally conquer the whole triangulation T by stacking the vertices one by one (this is inspired by [4] ). Finally, the edges of I, B and G are (re)oriented, to obtain the desired orientation. The orientation of edges in R does not change, as they ensure that many vertices (all vertices of T except the interior vertices of the path G) have non-zero outdegree. The {u, v}-path G is either oriented from u to v or from v to u, but this will be decided later. However in both cases its interior vertices are ensured to have non-zero outdegree. Hence all vertices are ensured to have non-zero outdegree and it remains to prove that they have outdegree divisible by 3.
We start in Section 3.4 by reorienting the B-arcs in order to ensure that vertices of V (T ) \ V (I) have outdegree divisible by 3 (as in [1] ). In the last step, in Section 3.5, we choose the orientation of the {u, v}-path G, and we orient I in order to achieve the desired orientation.
Existence of I
To prove the existence of I, we first need the following lemma. This implies that ∂D has no chord at u j , for all 1 ≤ j ≤ t.
Claim 2 For all 1 ≤ j ≤ t, every interior vertex x of a (v, u j )-path of ∂D is adjacent to an interior vertex of the other (v, u j )-path. Then the union of these orientations, of T \ v 2 v 4 and of D 's inner edges, would give us an orientation of T with non-zero outdegrees divisible by three.
Proof.
Let P 1 and P 2 be the (v, u j )-path of ∂D containing respectively w 1 and w s . Assume for contradiction, there exists an inner vertex x in P 1 having no neighbor in the interior of P 2 . By Claim 1 this implies that D (the map induced by V (I) \ {v}) has no chord at x. Thus the map induced by V ( D) \ {x} is a disk still containing the vertex u j and the edge w s−1 w s on its border. Hence the map induced by V (I) \ {x} contradicts the minimality of I. As ∂D has no chord at u j , for all 1 ≤ j ≤ t, this implies that t = 1. This concludes the proof of the lemma. In the beginning of the proof we have seen that by minimality, T does not contain non-trivial 3-disks. Hence by the properties of I, if D (= I \ e * ) would contain an inner vertex, this vertex would be in a chordless 4-disk of D. By the following lemma this is not possible, hence D is a maximal outerplanar graph. Finally the adjacency property between vertices of ∂D \ {u, v} imply that u and v are the only degree two vertices of D.
Existence of B, G, and R
As mentioned in the outline, we will start from I and we incrementally explore the whole triangulation T by stacking the vertices one by one. At each step, we will assign the newly explored edges to B, G or R, and we will orient those assigned to B or R. At each step the explored part is a submap of T induced by some vertex set X. The explored part is hence the submap denoted T [X] with boundary ∂T [X]. The unexplored part is the submap T \ T [X], and it may consist of several components.
At a given step of this exploration, the graph G may not be an {u, v}-path yet. In such a case, the graph G will consist of two separate paths G u and G v , respectively going from u to u , and from v to v , for some vertices u and v on ∂T [X]. Here the vertices u and v may respectively coincide with vertices u and v, if G u or G v is a trivial path on just one vertex. In such a case, the vertices u and v are called the current ends of G.
During the exploration we maintain the following invariants: Furthermore, to help us in properly finishing the construction of the graphs B, G and R in the further steps, we introduce the notion of requests on the angles of ∂T [X]. Informally, a G-request (resp. an R-request) for an angleâ means that in a further step an edge inside this angle will be added in G (resp. in R and oriented from a to the other end). Every angle has at most one request, and an angle having no request is called free. (iii) In the case x does not belong to an unexplored disk, if possible we choose x such that no unexplored disk is created.
Using that T has no non-trivial 3-disks, one can easily check that choosing such a vertex x is always possible.
In the following we show how to extend B, G, R on the new introduced edges and how to deal with the newly created angles to maintain all invariants valid. We will describe the construction and we will check the validity of invariants only for the non-trivial ones. We distinguish cases according to the topology of the unexplored region containing x.
1) The vertex x is contained in an unexplored disk D and has a neighboring cycle. By (VI) the unexplored disk containing x has at least 3 free angles. We orient the corresponding edges from x to its neighbors, put two into B and the rest into R. All non-free angles satisfy their request with the edge incident to x.
We have assigned all the newly explored edges, hence (I) remains valid. As For the remaining cases we introduce some further notation. Given a neighboring path P = (p 1 , . . . , p s ) of x, with corresponding anglesp 1 , . . . ,p s , the inner angles are the anglesp i with 1 < i < s. The other ones are the outer angles. An inner angle with an R-or G-requests, has to satisfy its constraint (this cannot be further delayed). Hence for any inner anglep i with an R-request (resp. a G-request) we add the edge xp i to R (resp. to G) oriented towards x. This is a preprocessing step valid for both the remaining two cases.
2) The unexplored region containing x is not a disk. For simplicity assume, that there are no free angles. Otherwise we assign an R-request to all these angles. Here after the preprocessing step described above, there is an intermediate step 2.1) and a final step 2.2). See Figure 4 for an illustration of how this case is handled. If there is no G-request on the neighboring paths of x, then we assign an R-request to some anglex incident to x. If only one G-request (say onû ) is on a neighboring path of x, thenû is an end of this neighboring path. Here the new angle at u (inside the former angleû ) that is created by stacking x inheritsû 's G-request. If two angles are created inside the former angleû , that is if u is alone in its neighboring path, we choose the angle next to v in order to fulfill (V). Then we assign an R-request to some anglex incident to x. If one G-request sayû is on an outer angle and the other onev on an inner one, we have added the edge v x to G in the preprocessing. Here the new angle at u inheritsû 's G-request and the next angle on ∂T [X + x], that is incident to x gets a G-request too.
If both G-requests are on inner angles, the edges v x and u x have been added to G in the preprocessing. Hence x has already two incident G-edges and does not need any request around. We thus leave all angles incident to x free. If both of the G-requests are on outer angles, then by (i) x has one length one neighboring path (u , v ), and at least one other neighboring path of length at least one. In that case, we add edges v x and u x to G and we leave the new angles at u and v , as well as all angles incident to x, free.
2.
2) The final step. We now assign two outgoing B-arcs to x, depending on the G-requests. If there is an outer angleû (in T [X + x]) with a G-request add the arc xu directed towards u to B. The remaining one or two needed B-arcs are chosen arbitrarily among the edges from x to outer vertices. All other edges, between x and outer vertices will be put into R and directed towards x. Note that among the newly created outer angles and the angles associated to x there are at most 3 requests: two at the angles receiving a B-arc from x and one at an angle incident to x. In case, that adding x creates an unexplored disk D , we still have to argue, that (VI) is satisfied with respect to D . We make use of the following: Proof. Suppose we create an unexplored disk D such that x appears only once on its boundary. Assume x is chosen such that the number of faces in D is minimized. Since there are no non-trivial 3-disks the boundary of D is of length at least 4. Therefore D contains an unexplored vertex x which could have been stacked to a subsequence of ∂D \ x. Furthermore, x can be chosen such that the sequence not only contains the G-requests. Hence, stacking x would either not create any unexplored disk, or would create a smaller one, both contradicting the choice of x.
This claim and the fact that T is simple imply that there are at least 6 angles on the boundary of D incident to outer vertices of the neighborings paths of x (4 of them) or incident to x (2 of them). As argued above at most 3 of these angles have a request. Thus, there are at least 3 free angles on the boundary of D and (VI) is satisfied.
3) The unexplored region containing x is a disk, but x's neighborhood is not a cycle. By (ii) the vertex x has only one neighboring path. Let us denote this path by P = (p 1 , . . . , p s ) for some s ≥ 2 andp 1 , . . . ,p s the corresponding angles. Denote by t the number of free angles on P .
We start with the preprocessing described above, that deals with non-free interior angles (by fulfilling the requests). To fulfill (VI) we have to maintain the number of free angles in this unexplored disk above three. Since by (ii) there is at least one free angle not on P , to achieve this we need to have at least min{t, 2} free angles among the new anglesp 1 ,x, andp s .
To achieve that we need to exploit free angles as follows. For any free anglep i (inner or not), the edge xp i is added either to B or to R, in both cases oriented towards p i . Among these t angles, min{t, 2} lead to a B-arc, and max{0, t − 2} lead to an R-arc. It remains to deal with angles that are neither inner nor free. We proceed by distinguishing cases according to the position of G-requests.
If there is no G-request on P , then if t ≤ 2 we assign an R-request to the anglex and otherwise we leavex free. Then we use max{0, 2 − t} of the non-free outer angles to add B-arcs leaving x. We satisfy the possibly remaining non-free outer angles (that are min{2, t}), by adding R-arc towards x, and leave their new incident angle free. If t ≤ 2 (resp. t ≥ 3), there are min{2, t} = t (resp. 1 + min{2, t} = 3) free angles among the new anglesp 1 ,x, andp s . If only one G-request (say onû ) is on P , thenû is an end of P , say p 1 = u (see Figure 5 ). Here the new angle at u inheritsû 's G-request, and we add the edge xp 1 in B if t ≤ 1, or in R otherwise. In both cases xp 1 is oriented towards p 1 . If t = 0 thenp s is not free (i.e.p s has an R-request), but we add xp s in B oriented from x to p s and the new anglep s inherits the R-request. If t ≥ 1, we satisfy the R-request ofp s (if it has one) with edge xp s . In any case,p s having a request or not, the new anglep s is left free. If t ≤ 1 we assign an R-request to anglex and otherwise we leavex free. Hence if t ≥ 1 the anglep s is free, and if t ≥ 2 the anglex is free. If one G-request sayû is on an outer angle and the other onev on an inner one, say u = p 1 and v = p 2 with s > 2, we have added the edge p 2 x to G (see Figure 6 ). Around p 1 , if t ≤ 1 we assign the new anglesp 1 and x a G-request, and we add the edge xp 1 in B oriented from x to p 1 . Otherwise (i.e. t ≥ 2) we add the edge p 1 x to G, and we leave both new anglesp 1 andx as free. Around p s , if t = 0 (hencep s has an R-request) we add xp s in B oriented from x to p s , and the new anglep s keeps its R-request. Otherwise (i.e. t ≥ 1), ifp s has an R-request we add xp s in R and orient it from p s to x, and in any case (p s having an R-request or not) we leave the new anglep s as free. Hence if t ≥ 1 the anglep s is free, and if t ≥ 2 bothp 1 andx are free. If both G-requests are on inner angles, edges v x and u x have been added to G and now x is an inner vertex of G. We thus leave the angle incident to x free. Then we use max{0, 2 − t} of the outer angles for B-arcs from x, and the remaining non-free outer angles have their R-requests satisfied, and are left free. In any case, min{2, t} of the outer angles are free, as the anglex.
Finally by definition of stacking P , x's unique neighboring path, is distinct from (u , v ) and hence all cases have been addressed. Recall we will not modify the orientation on R, which guarantees that all vertices in (V (T ) \ V (G)) ∪ {u, v} have non-zero outdegree. Furthermore, as G will be oriented either entirely forward or backwards, all its interior vertices will have non-zero outdegree. Hence every vertex of T [X] has non-zero outdegree. Suppose that G is entirely oriented forward. Now we linearly order vertices in V (T )\V (I) = (v 1 , . . . , v ) such that with respect to B every vertex has its two outgoing B-neighbors among its predecessors and I. Denote by B i the subgraph of B induced by the arcs leaving v i , . . . , v (before the reorienting). We process V (T ) \ V (I) from the last to the first element. At a given vertex v i we look at dem G∪R∪Bi (v i ) and reorient the two originally outgoing B-arcs of v i in such a way that afterwards dem G∪R∪Bi (v i ) = 0 (i.e. δ + |G∪R∪Bi (v i ) ≡ 0 mod 3). As these B-arcs were heading at I or at a predecessor, the demand on the vertices v j , with j > i, is not modified and hence remains 0.
Orienting G and I
Denote by O the partial orientation of T obtained after 3.4. Pick an orientation of G (either all forward or all backward) and of e * = uv such that for the resulting partial orientation O we have dem O (v) ≡ 1 mod 3. Now, take the triangle ∆ of I containing v. Since D = I \ e * is a maximal outerplanar graph with only two degree two vertices, D can be peeled by removing degree two vertices until reaching ∆. When a vertex x is removed orient its two incident edges so that dem O (x) = 0 (as for B-arcs). We obtain a partial orientation O , such that all vertices except the ones of ∆ have non-zero outdegree divisible by 3.
Since the number of edges of T , and the number of edges of ∆ are divisible by 3, the number of edges of T \ ∆ is divisible by 3. As this number equals the sum of the outdegrees in O , and as every vertex out of ∆ has outdegree divisible by 3, then the outdegree of ∆'s vertices sum up to a multiple of 3. Hence their demands sum up to 0, 3 or 6. As dem O (v) = dem O (v) = 1, the demands of the other two vertices of ∆ are either both 1, or 0 and 2. It is easy to see that in either case ∆ can be oriented to satisfy all three demands.
